CHILD IS THE FINEST SENSOR

Childen are the future of the nation. Every parent desires to provide their
children the best education as per their capacity and capabilities. They select
the best of the school though it has become too tedious to select a school.
Everyone starts bombarding them with the study material without thinking that
every child is distinct. Treating every child equal on academic front is p erennial
problem that the country has been presently. In a school, where hundreds of
children are studying, i t is very difficult to survey and map the mind of each
child.
Children get affected by each and every activity happening around them
and with every piece of information. Family, parents, environment, friend-circle
and school play a vital role in shaping the young and pliable mind of the child.
Health also matters a lot and any physical or psychological disabilities should
also be taken as an important factor.
Mutual r elation of

parents has also gone under many

changes over the years. Fission of family system, working of husband and wife,
economic consideration and pressure and emphasis on individuality has taken
the couple relation to a different level. Wards get affected by these relations.
Child is most delicate and finest sensor which Almighty has created. When
something is wrong in the relationship and the couples want to pose normal in

front of children or society, child senses the silver lining in the relation. He
thinks about it and gets affected. Child’s behaviour and performace gets

a

negative impact. Child compares the status of parents of other children and
thinks that why it is not same for him.
Mind-set of children of divorced couples should be
handled differently. The process of divorce is very cumbersome in India. During
this process most of the

time husband and wife are at loggerheads. Legal

process, blame-game and internal enmity silently kill the children. Their mental
space is fully occupied by this thing. Such students need to be given different
treatment and care. Regular counseling, love and affection can bring such
students on track. However, teachers and others only push such children to
study even during such difficult phase also.

Children are sensitive to environment. P arents and guardians need to
convey the massage in the form of action rather than words. In a family, if
child is asked to study and others are watching television, automatically his
attention will be diverted. However, if parents are sitting along with the child or
reading newspaper, child will study naturally. It has been observed that most of
the time child takes the same profession or occupation as of his parents
because he observes the things with his finest sensors.
Incidents, occurring around a child, play a major role in framing
his mind-set and thought process . Mahatma Buddha adopted the path of
nirvana as he saw old person and dead body in his childhood. He gave a

serious thought over it and made efforts to find out a solution that has resulted
in the emergence of a new religion. Likewise if any child sees the obscene,
immoral, anti – social scenes during childhood, its memory can not be erased
from his sub-conscious mind and it can yield bitter results. Actually taking care
of the children is the responsibility of the society, as child is going to live in
this society with the noble or worst virtues and will have long lasting impact
over the society either good or bad manner. So it should be taken care of by
all stake-holders. So, the children at least up to the age of 15 years should not
be exposed to the cruel or obscene phase of the life. After certain age, they
themselves can use their mind to analyse the things and will not be carried
away by the ill-interpretation of the incidents.
If we feed good things or present better
scenes to the sensor of the children, they will turn out to be

ideas and

better human

beings and good citizens of the country . Finest sensor has the capabilities to
receive the mildest signal and convert it into great symphony, which can
transform the world. Need of hours is to remove all the spurious signals from
the finest sensors. Give them quality time, better and healthy environment and
use the quality of the sensor for the betterment of society.
Love, affection, sensitivity, hard working and liberal attitude can
be very well fed through these finest sensors. Enmity, hatred, divisiveness,
atrocities should avoided. As the world is becoming more and more competitive
day by day, the need for noble virtues and emotional quotient has increased
mare than ever. Finest sensors have to be used wisely.
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